
Email Support

Creating an eMail Signature in FuseMail

Disclaimers;
This only works for email being sent out from Fusemail's webmail portal. If they
use an email client in addition to webmail, or exclusively use a webamil client to
send out their email, the signature will need to be set up in THAT application.

These steps are on a per account basis. If everyone at betterhomes or
realpropertymanagement wants a branded email signature, they will have to be
done individually per account. Additionally if John Smith has jsmith@, johns@,
john@, and smith@, he will need the signature configured from each of the
accounts he plans to send email out from.

1. Determine if they will have a photo on their signature. If they will not have a

photo, skip to step 5.

2. Acquire image file.

3. Upload image file somewhere on website. (Where doesn't really matter. Photo

Bank would be preferred if the photo is not already in use somewhere else on the

The title says it all. See below for more info.

https://files.timelapsehc.com/attachments/attachment/2cc83fb0-55c3-4dff-b9a8-2c2ad02e5459/signature.png


website.)

4. Get the photo location URL. Copy this to a notepad, or leave it open in another

tab. You will need this later.

5. Log in to the client's inbox they will be sending out from.

6. Click the settings gear in the corner.

7. Click the identities tab along the top.

8. If they have multiple aliases here, they will all be listed. Otherwise, just select

their email address off to the left.

9. Click on the Signature tab off to the right.

10. Here you can type a signature. This is a raw text signature. If they want any

custom formatting, colors, texts, or images, you will need to select the HTML
signature checkbox under this text area.

If using the HTML signature, certain formatting options like photo insert will not be
shown. This is html, so click the HTML button in the corner to make any
modifications to the code by hand. Even if it's not shown, it doesn't not mean it's
not supported.

11. The last box is a dropdown that's hardly ever used. If someone wants multiple

greetings, they can save more than one signature here. They will then be able to

select the preferred outro when composing their message. If not stated, keep the

default option.

12. Click save.

13. Compose message.

14. Confirm that the signature auto-populates. If it has rich text elements, confirm

they are functioning before closing out any related support requests.

Sometimes with an HTML signature, rich text elements will not appear in the
signature.  If this is the case, you need to make sure that emails are being created
as HTML.  Switching to HTML from plain text will not bring in the rich text
elements.  If this is the case;
a. Go back to Settings in the corner.

b. Click on 'Composing Messages' from the list off to the left.

c. Find 'Compose HTML messages' and change the dropdown to 'always'.

d. Save your changes and test the signature again.



15. If there are any issues, please double check the steps above.
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